Diploma in Business

Fees
HECS-HELP
You may be eligible for HECS-HELP, a loan scheme to help you pay your course fees, if you are an Australian citizen or hold an Australian permanent humanitarian visa. For other conditions read the HECS-HELP information.

Student Services and Amenities Fee
You’ll need to pay the student services and amenities fee as part of your course costs. You may be eligible for SA-HELP, a loan scheme to help you pay your student services and amenities fee, if you are an Australian citizen or hold an Australian permanent humanitarian visa. For other conditions read the SA-HELP information.

Peg Wei Chia, Malaysia (Diploma in Business)
Supportive study environment

'We all have fear of the unknown and QUTIC breaks down the fear of going straight into a large university. Smaller more interactive classes ensures you don’t feel isolated. It was easier to make friends at QUTIC and with the support mechanisms in place, it give assurance you are not alone in the system. I feel I am on solid ground now thanks to QUTIC’s established framework for learning.'